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INTRODUCTION 
The work in this collection grew out of an ecopoetry workshop that I led in early April 2019. It seemed 

fitting to me that this workshop should be held in Glasgow, the greenest city in the UK but most 

polluted city in Europe. Contradictions like this are fertile ground for ecopoetry. Rather than using 

nonhuman nature as a vehicle for the poet’s artistry, like the Romantics, ecopoetry tackles the 

environment on its own terms, with an eye to the wellbeing of the nonhuman world. While there may 

be stylistic overlaps with what John Shoptaw calls ‘the language of nature writing’ (‘Why Ecopoetry?’), 

the centring of environmentalism gives ecopoetry a broader range of styles and subjects with which 

to experiment. There is no one way to write an ecopoem, so long as it is concerned – one way or 

another – with the way humanity impacts nonhuman nature. 

This concern seems particularly relevant now, as ecological crises like climate change and pollution 

grow more pressing by the day. More and more people – writers and artists included – are beginning 

to consider how their interactions affect the environment around them. Thinking through these 

interactions led me to the title for this workshop: xylem and phloem are the vascular tissue that carry 

water and nutrients throughout a plant, vessels linking each part to the whole. Ecopoetry can 

highlight this ‘vascular tissue’ in our own ecosystems, whether that be the mental ecosystems that 

affect how we empathise with the nonhuman, or the physical ecosystems that affect and are affected 

by our everyday actions It was great to see poetry being used to challenge the boundaries between 

‘humanity’ and ‘nature’, and I hope that we continue to use poetry to challenge our places in the 

global ecosystem. 

SIOBHAN MULLIGAN 

April 2019 
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MY DISHWASHER IS CTHULHU 
MICHAEL DEERWATER 
It ascended from the depths 

of the earth, not the sea. 

Mined from stone and forged in fire, 

Distilled from remains of ancient beasts. 

 

It arrived shrouded in mystery 

white puffs of chemical sealant 

Impossibly flattened tree corpse 

still couldn’t contain it. 

 

Tentacles grew forth to draw 

power from beyond  

our comprehension 

water from writhing networks 

that parch ground we’ll never see. 

 

If I feed it 

compacted chemicals, 

by-products of ancient power, 

it cleans crumbs from my ceramics. 

So I keep it, and it hums with pleasure 

probably.  
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HOW TO WALK A DOG 
CHRIS DOBSON 
For Monty. 

Step 1: Struggle to attach lead to dog’s collar. 

Step 2: Put on shoes and coat. 

Step 3: Exit house via front door. 

Step 4: Walk with dog to main road. 

Step 5: Turn left in direction of church. 

Step 6: In event of defecation, pick up and place in bin. 

Step 7: Go past school and cross road. 

NB: BEWARE OF FAST-MOVING MOTOR VEHICLES!  

Step 8: Make your way down hedge-lined path. 

Step 9: Cross wooden bridge. 

Step 10: Survey with pleasure ducks on river. 

Step 11: Turn right and follow path of trampled grass. 

Step 12: Avoid particularly squelchy patches of mud. 

Step 13: Enter woods. 

CONGRATULATIONS! You are now in Nature. 
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WORMHOLE 
SUKI HOLLYWOOD 
Wormholes: passages in a forest that occur naturally over time. Miraculously accommodating, though 

they occur independently of us, though they guide us through and through and through the woods.  

As a child, I theorised that they had been created by a giant space worm or 

                                                                                                                by the trees  

                                                                                         who said to each other, over and over,  

                                                                                                                   after you             after you   

                                                                                                                                      no 

                                                                                                                                           

Wormholes: 

passages in a forest which occur naturally and of themselves. 

When  

All is still,  

rabbits will emerge from their deep burrows to hop through, wondering if this  

convenient route 

was created by a giant rabbit who 

eats  

dirt. 
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MY LIFE AS A SEAGULL 
RUTHIE KENNEDY 
I wonder, does it ever get quiet here, 

when I’m in bed? Activity ceases at 5pm 

in the town all the way to the end of the pier. 

Drunks and children stagger here,  

not mutually exclusive. As always, 

I hear the lush and rolling sigh of tides 

sleepily claw back sand, grain by grain. 

I should like, as a bird, to take a running leap 

from the edge of the pier and drink of the rain. 

These dark, moonlit clouds hang low and heavy.  

My wings are tired. My webs are weary. 

A group of fleshy things, below, squawks deep 

preventing me from glass-eyed sleep.  

I screech back. Hyena of the skies, 

I laugh and laugh till all sound dies, 

and tiny lights in strange-shaped rocks wink and stop. 

I nest myself upon the cliff and cock my head 

at cool blue-yellow sunrise. For breakfast, 

I’ll eat salty fish, and if that fails to satisfy, 

I’ll scour the beach for unwatched chips 

and kick a pigeon in the lips. 
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YEAR WITH NO HAIRBRUSH 
RUTHIE KENNEDY 
I could have used my fingers. But I didn’t. 

My objectless life was a life with no object. 

Ungroomed cat, unpreened parrot, 

my eyes were wild with misery 

as I prowled the dusty streets. 

 

All this for a plastic thing 

that lurked in dark corners 

or got flung haphazardly 

across the surface of a vanity. 

 

Bah! Does a lemur need a hairbrush? 

To keep the stripes of her tail 

clean and soft and distinct? 

No: she has the love of her society 

and herself. And this by instinct. 

 

I watched as if from above for a year 

As I feel inside my head. 

And everything that grew from it 

was putrid, lonely, dead. 
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ANIMAL CONTROL 
SIOBHAN MULLIGAN 
a raccoon has learned to trick  

the squirrel-proof bird feeder. if it sits  

on the perch, its weight clangs shut  

the metal mouth, so now it tiptoes  

on the railing, slipping five  

slender fingers into bird-beak space.  

 

the poor birds, we say.  

we only feed what flies from us. not  

this raccoon, which looks with no  

fear, only tense shoulders and bristled tail,  

which curls up its lip until we back inside  

and close the blinds. 

 

at the bottom of our hill,  

near the golf course, we find trees  

gnawed in rings of missing bark. we take  

photos and beam when we tell the neighbours,  

who say the beavers should be shot. 
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SUPERNATURAL TALENT 
SAM SKOOG 

1. Hills Above 

 

Slowed but still stepping down his crest 

Tama-nui-te-rā pauses 

With back to the houses built on loose earth 

Green leaves drifting into black 

As shadow floods the basin  

Many songs rise to meet it 

 

2. A Sign 

 

Detailed and diagrammed in gathering 

Dark proclaiming the great preventing fence   

Each predator meeting its maker in wire and steel  

Impassable without wings  

Or mandatory donation 

It’s a real success story at great expense 

 

3. Evergreens 

 

These unoffending natives who 

Never met with the vengeance of god 

Therefore knowing no hunger or death      

Or fear; betrayers in their innocence so 

Must now be cut away from that great fence the 

Face of forest carved up  

 
 
 

(Maybe:  

 A commemorative bench  

An informative panel or two) 
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4. Mimesis and Tuis 

 

The once endangered Tui bird is called an opera singer not only for its shiny black tail coat, white 

feather cravat, portly disposition and penchant for over performance but because, possessing no call 

of its own, it chooses instead to mimic the calls of other species, recreating a near perfect 

representation of a multitude of songs not its own with seeming supernatural talent and unfaltering 

dedication, though experts, hobbyists (and presumably, other Tuis) must be able to tell the difference, 

even before it transitions to another representation as if bored and if you were looking for a good 

example I would suggest the internet or maybe these lovely cards see look you open it up and hear 

everything sung back- 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

When the trees overreach the hunters  

Will overrun the boundary and in all 

That frightful innocence the dark obsidian of  

Hinē-nui-te-pō will follow her cousin 

 

But there would still be many songs 

Preserved and repeated for a time 

With endless variation, and supernatural talent. However 

It would no longer be called ‘opera’ 
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MISS ANTHROPOCENE 
MARIA SLEDMERE 

I  

The poem is the only person we wanted to eat.  

At the end of the world, will there be a cutscene. 

I want to fall off the planet to pop! Obviously, 

the water gets to rise  

and we learn to swim.  

Who will supply the dialogue. 

A lyric is a swim, and extinction catches 

lots of syncope [pause] 

swimming through all white noise 

and metonymy won’t stop  

until a luxury ball is used.  

I love you so much it’s the end of melody.  

 

II 

The world of the love in compulsion loop. 

What was it Thom Yorke said about having a crush 

and the little electrical pulses: 

“One of the nice things about being alive.”  

Who gets the bad mood 

of the waveform? [chorus] 

So much dopamine, I forgot the dope, man.  

We knitted together the tragic butterflies.  
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Two years ago I came back to this video  

from three years ago. Unattainable 

gelatine dream. 

 

III 

[Happy smile] I think aphasia 

is the word for rain now.  

When did we choose to visit the power plant? 

A long time prior, we called ourselves characters 

losing our skin in high definition. 

At the end of the road is extra road,  

which signals the end of realist fiction; 

find me in the red lights, swapping 

cats eyes for periods. 

Let’s blink in double zero, 

laying ourselves across astroturf. 

 

IV 

There was no one to live out the summer weather 

which came in several scenes. I felt  

lax towards the sponges’ happiness.  

Five suicides embraced our imperilled suburban tree;  

my faith is all that carbon [pause]. Don’t think 

you don’t have it in you!  

Leaf direction: 

We arranged the cameras for a kissing posture 

and twirled away from our opus shadows. 

Hey mum, I’m on teevee.  
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V 

Language is what happens when life  

gets together with life and fucks things. 

She took off her jacket and called it cloud;   

about time we stopped  

eating the plasma out of screens.  

I could hear the colloquial whistle for dreichness. 

The porn director said, You’re not doing it in order! 

The fall of the moon  

bloomed between my legs. 

Everything started to melt again.  

 

VI 

Earth’s new viduity 

glints in my eye now. 

The ocean vomits tiny crystals of waste; 

winding forward, the silence starts to spool.  

Motionless holding your hand again, the branch again.  

It’s anything. Hormones on Sunday morning, 

fka Satan. Gasoline made the gloaming civic, 

so every lithic condition 

occurred twice over. [Pause. Low] 

I’ll die before the middle-eight.  
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VII 

Everything left of the heart-shaped chocolate 

required a certain surgery. 

I love light, the churning tide; 

I love the trailer  

for the world made over. [Thank you] 

If you have a problem, just use  

a different machine. 

The flood will come again  

as a title sequence. Who’s hungry? 
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I WAS BORN ON A PRAIRIE 
MEREDITH THOMPSON 
I don’t know if the land I was born on, wanted me 

I think probably, no 

perhaps, 

maybe  

 

I don’t know how to think about it without people  

I don’t see the point 

I can’t understand it on its own terms 

I can barely [rarely] understand myself  

 

I can describe it to you, if you really want  

Is that what you want from me? a description?  

 

see 

 

I was born on the prairie. Well, in a rowhouse, in university housing, in a city, on a prairie  

– the bit where the fields begin to flirt with the foothills  

which then caress the mountains  

which then plunge into the sky 

 

It felt endless  

especially the sky 

I didn’t think sky could be any other way 

 

Is this what you wanted? 
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I can’t know what it is when I’m not there. Of course I can’t. You know that.  

I know it continues on without me 

and it hurts me a little, to not be needed  

 

But I don’t belong there 

 

I have to belong somewhere  

to the ocean? 

the wind? 

maybe 

 

to a summer thunder storm 

when the sky is so hot it swirls and billows and cracks in two –  

pouring down sweet, warm rain 

 

maybe 
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GLASSES 
MEREDITH THOMPSON 
My glasses will outlive me 

and now I want them off my face 

 

They may not, perhaps, outlive me as my glasses 

but their component parts will 

 

I bought them for very little money – I have very little, although much more than many –  

 

I know they are made in a factory 

I’m not sure where 

Google won’t tell me 

that’s not a good sign 

what is the half-life of plastic? 
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SPRING HAS KNOCKED AND TIME IS VERY 

BEAUTIFUL 
AEA VARFIS-VAN WARMELO 

of course you only think of summer, that quarter of a year that lasts a third, of course you 

rarely think of winter, that quarter of a year that barely lasts a month — the sun sun sun 

bearing down upon your nape in a city that could not care less about you and the liberty 

of that as your foot slides across buttersoft marble that has been worn down by millions of 

footsteps before you, of course of course because the footstep of choice has always existed 

here, to picture this land without people is to picture [soil sea and wind] so think of the sea, 

the same one that homer described as wine coloured and wonder if they simply did not 

have the word for blue or if the sea has fermented into what you see now — wonder why 

you feel the only way to remove yourself from this city is to picture it undone backwards 

to see the sun sun sun move from west to east as the yellow pollen blows us all away until 

there is nothing but soil, sea and wind — perhaps now you have been pushed it isn’t too 

difficult to picture your childhood suburb left abandoned, populated by feral cats and soon 

not even them, possibly this is because the place you grew up feels like it has only ever 

been seen by you and possibly it is easier to erase a place that fewer people will mourn 

(not that it matters because they will be dead) so instead remember the moment you stood 

at the peak of mycenae, now remember that touch of the stone that has lasted for four 

thousand years, and now rest in the feeling of comfortable insignificance, hear the stone 

say we are waiting for you because spring has knocked and time is very beautiful. to think 

the sun sun sun will turn and burn without you, to think that other lives will be lived. to 

think. 
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Copyright for all work appearing in this journal remains with the authors. No material may be 

reproduced in any manner whatsoever without the express written permission of the authors. 
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